
ABOUT 
After graduating at Master of Contextual Design at Design Academy of 

Eindhoven, in 2017 Francesco Pace founded Tellurico, a multidisciplinary design 
studio specialised in objects, spaces and installations design.

The investigation of alternative solutions through the study of folklore, together 
with the relationship between crafts and the environment has been the centre of the 
Tellurico’s practice. The context in which a project born is the primary focus of these 
years research.

What binds the objects of a place to the characteristic of the place itself 
intertwines the historical, geological and social aspects of humankind, as well as the 
uniqueness and simplicity of every-day life. It is an always expanding field of 
investigation, as endless are the ways to live.

So far, Tellurico’s works have been presented in many international venues 
such as Biennale of Architecture in Venice, Van AbbeMuseum in Eindhoven, 
M.A.D.RE. in Naples, Triennale di Milano, Brohan Museum in Berlin, Beirut Design 
Fair, Italian Pavilion in Barcelona, Zoya Gallery in Bratislava and others. He received 
commissions from differents galleries such Palau de Casavells in Barcelona, Mint 
London, Camp Design Gallery, Galleria Salvatore Lanteri in Milan and Functional Art 
Gallery in Madrid.

WEBSITE: https://www.tellurico.com/
INSTAGRAM: https://www.instagram.com/tellurico/?hl=it
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Caption + Credits 
PHOTO: 
01 / 02_Tellurico_Unchecked Chain_VanAbbe_Museum_2020
- The Unchecked Chain is a multi-channel video installation which investigates 

the transforming of the landscape on the northern suburb of the city of Naples, 
showing the complexity and the absurdity of the emergency waste drama. Each of 
the six channels explores a side of the topic creating an independent storyline. 
Unchecked Chain was presented for the first time at Van Abbe Museum as part of 
the exhibition ‘’GeoDesign - Junk’’. 

- Photo credits: Tellurico Design Studio

PHOTO: 
03 / 04_Tellurico_Tkat_LaMesa_Palau De Casavells_2019
-  The T’Kat tower and La Mesa coffee table, standing together in the Summer 

Opening show at Palau De Casavells, by Side Gallery.
- photo credits: Josep Plaja

PHOTO:
05 /06/07_Tellurico_Telluride_Galleria_SalvatoreLanteri_Milano_2018
-  Telluride, Stracciatella big bowl is a research-based project which look into 

the possibility of using the lava stones as compound elements in the creation of a 
brand new porcelain clay mixture (Volcanic Porcelain). The project has been 
presented in many different venues, in this is pictures was at Alcola with Galleria 
Salvatore Lanteri, Milan 2018.

- photo credits: Op–Fot

PHOTO:
08/09/10_Tellurico_Stools_Palau de Casavells by Side Gallery_BCN_2019
-  Stools, presented for the first time it the Summer Opening show at Palau De 

Casavells, by Side Gallery, in Barcelona.
- photo credits: Joseph Playa for Palau de Casavells 

PHOTO: Tellurico Portrait
- photo credits: Alessandra Finelli
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